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The following is a statement from the executive, associate, and advisory editors and all the members of the 
editorial board of Philosophy & Public Affairs. 
 
We are unanimously resigning from our editorial roles at Philosophy & Public Affairs, published by Wiley, and 

launching a new diamond open-access journal published by Open Library of Humanities (OLH). All of us 

will play the same editorial roles in the new journal and will retain the aim of publishing the best philosophical 

work touching on matters of public importance. 

 

We take this step because we believe that scholarly journals—including our own—serve important purposes, 

and that these purposes are not well-served by commercial publishing. For three decades now, academic 

journals have suffered from their ownership by for-profit publishers, who have exploited their monopoly 

position to sharply raise prices, unduly burdening subscribing libraries and shutting out other institutions and 

individuals from access to research. The recent rise of the author-funded “open access” model has only 

reinforced academic inequality, since scholars with access to fewer resources are unable to pay the fees that 

make their work freely accessible; it has also incentivized commercial publishers to try to publish as many 

articles as possible and so to pressure rigorous journals to weaken or abandon their quality controls. 

 

Faced with this conflict between purpose and business model, we have decided to embrace the purpose and 

move to an alternative model.  

 

The alternative—which our librarian colleagues have been urging for some time—is for libraries, universities, 

and other academic institutions to offer direct support for the publication of open-access journals, which are 

guided by independent scholarly judgment and freely available for authors and readers. We are delighted to 

have found precisely this model at OLH, an award-winning diamond open-access publisher supported by a 

consortium of libraries and funding agencies. 

 

If diamond open-access journals are so good, why are they not already dominant? Partly because we all have 

day jobs and transitions take time. In addition, our careers depend on publishing in journals with name 

recognition, reputation, and high impact factors. These publications are now typically owned by commercial 

publishers. Colleagues often cannot afford to take a chance on untested journals. This is why, as editors of 

one of the leading journals in our field, we feel a strong responsibility to move toward a new, better, 

arrangement. 

 

Our plan, if Wiley permits it, is to complete the reviews for all revised submissions received prior to this 

announcement. We apologize to authors who recently submitted manuscripts to Philosophy & Public Affairs, 

and we recognize the especially high cost to authors who have been revising their manuscripts, but who have 

not yet resubmitted. We very much regret these costs but saw no realistic way to avoid them. We hope to 

make the new journal worthy of these costs.  

 
We plan to launch the new journal (whose name will be announced shortly) and begin accepting submissions 

in September 2024. Please send us your best work in moral and political philosophy and adjacent fields, take 

note of our migration in your hiring, tenure, and promotion decisions, and encourage your colleagues to do 

the same.  

 

We are excited to embark on this new adventure. We hope you share our excitement and join us in making 

this new venture a great success. 

https://www.openlibhums.org/
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